
HUDDERSFIELD ENERGY & 
RECYCLING FACILITY
To design, manufacture and install support platforms for 
plant & equipment for the recycling facility

Originally contacted by a new client MPE Ltd acting as Main Contractor to design, manufacture and install 
support platforms for plant & equipment with an initial order placed for £47,000 at the Huddersfield 
Energy & Recycling Facility.

The client provided a preliminary design which required structural calculations and multiple Teams 
meetings to determine an exact specification.

The client was introduced to GPS site scanning and its benefit in producing a fully compliant 3D model.

The client’s information had discrepancies between theoretical and actual levels which created serious 
implications for the civils and mechanical works interfaces.

SOLUTION

Project Value   £1,258,000

Client   Murphy Process Engineering Ltd

Project Completed   June 2021

DESIGN FABRICATION INSTALLATION SHEQ
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ON TIME,
ON BUDGET
& DELIVERED SAFE
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A 3D Model was produced from GPS site scan data which highlighted all conflicts.

Differences were easily resolved at design stage and allowed the client to maintain programme within 
budgetary requirements.

As an added benefit the 3D model permitted MPE and the end user Yorkshire Water to manage and 
facilitate HAZOPs.

To meet the MPE’s delivery dates the model allowed a rolling programme of works whereby Pipe Support 
structures were design, fabricated and supplied for installation by the client’s team of erectors. While 
this work was undertaken the manufacture and supply of pipework was delivered just in time to provide 
continuity for the site install teams.

A whole of site GPS scan provided the means to determine all co-ordinates for base plate positions.

The site teams marked out and pre-drilled the concrete slab for resin anchors prior to delivery of support 
structures.

Progress was fully maintained until satisfactory completion of a project which was extended to include 
platforms, pipe bridges, chutes, structural steelwork, handrailing & canopies.


